
FASCISM IN UKRAINE 

 

Boris Ikhlov, secretary of executive committee of Russia political union “Worker”, member of trade 

union committee of Perm workers trade union “PEL” 

I should like to stress: you had never seen such facts, except several cases, in Russia mass media, all 

of them are taken from Ukraine residents. May be, some references are not active now. 

 

On the 31 of December 2017 the Ukrainian fascists again bombarded the peaceful quarters of the Donbas. 

Children, women, old people died again. 

 

*** 

Do you know what does bourgeoisie liberal media write? That Ukrainian army can’t bombard civilian 

district because there are no rebels, “separatists”, civil guard. So (!!!) bombards are actions of civil guard. Now 

all Europe and America believe   that Russia and civil guard soldiers bombard common people. Though there is 

no any proof. But why liberals kept silence in that period when civil guard hadn’t artillery, rocket launchers 

"Grad" (hail), "Hurricane" and when Ukrainian army bombarded Donbas towns with artillery, rocket launchers 

"Grad", "Hurricane", especially “Tornado” and from military airplanes? Do you know that “Tornadoes” are 

equated to tactical nuclear weapons? 

 

Hatred of the Russian is a common feature in all former Soviet republics. Liberal reforms brought down 

the economy of these countries. Due to Eltsyn-Putin liberal reforms Russia lost about 30 millions lives, due to 

similar reforms Ukraine lost more than 10 millions lives.  So the governments of i.e. Georgia, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Estonia, Ukraine are channeling discontent of the masses in the chauvinistic direction, into the mainstream of 

hatred against “Russian invaders”. In 24 years Kiev lies that hunger in 1932-1933 affected only Ukraine. So the 

main slogans of maidan in 2014 was “Kill Russians and Jews with knives!” or “Hang Russians on the gallows!” 

(Москалей и евреев – на ножи! Москаляку – на гилляку!) 

Detachments of fascist Banderovites appeared in the Ukraine in 1991. NATO instructors trained these 

units. Thousands of torchlight processions with portraits Bandera, Shukhevych and other took place in Kyiv, 

Kharkiv, Lviv and in other Ukrainian cities long before the Maidan in 2014. Bandera "Right sector" managed 

Maidan. 

The US State Department has invested $ 5 billion in the Maidan from December 2013 to February 2014 

Mossad and IDF helped fascists-Banderovites on maidan. Israel's ambassador in Kiev hosted Yarosh, 

leader of Ukrainian fascists, leader of “Right sector”. Ukrainian oligarchs, Ukrainian rabbis supported the Nazis 

too. 

Now we see results. Today Yarosh and other fascists are deputies of the Verkhovna Rada, with others, 

who killed citizens in Donbas. 

December 19 adviser to the head of the Ukrainian KGB Markiyan Lubkivsky proposed the creation of 

ghettos in Donbass – to prohibit people of the region to travel from it to Ukraine. 

“One needs to kill the residents of Donbas with atomic weapons”, – Yulia Timoshenko suggested. 

“... Education and culture will belong only to the titular nation, not pigs who speaks cattle’ Tatar-

Mordvin. In a democratic Ukraine, every true patriot will have slaves. Let trashy cattle works, because Russian 

is not a man ... He can live only to work on his host - Ukrainian. If he does not want to - then dog's death for 

dog! Russians must earn  their right to live among us to a good work ... " This is an appeal from Lviv-city 

candidate from UNA-UNSO A. Shkil, his speechwriter - Tatyana Choronovol, 2002. UNA-UNSO is Bandera 

military organization patronized NATO’ instructors. UNA-UNSO became a part of "Right sector". Tatiana 

Chornovol’ said her appeal throwing arm in a Nazi salute. She was the Commissioner of the Ukrainian 

government on anti-corruption policy from March 5 to August 2014. Since the beginning of September she is 

advisor to the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine Arsen Avakov. On November 27, 2014 she became 

People's Deputy of the Verkhovna Rada of VIII convocation of the party "Popular Front". She is editor of the 

portal "Left Bank". 

______________ 

 

It was first period. 

http://youtu.be/afrXa-qsLfo  - Killing of people near Korsun by militants of Bandera "Right sector."  

See more about Korsun: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vgzPPDZws0&feature=youtu.be 

 

http://youtu.be/afrXa-qsLfo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vgzPPDZws0&feature=youtu.be


http://youtu.be/noGc5Quf-3M - Shots, Molotov cocktails, grenades blinding of Bandera thugs who came 

to Kharkiv-city.  

http://youtu.be/pn4WjN_Dpcc - representatives of the Bandera party "Freedom" beat the director of the 

Kiev First National Channel of the fact that this channel has been shown the Putin's speech about the 

reunification of the Crimea.  

http://youtu.be/IAcIFK74zYc - Lustration of Ukrainian pediatrician, on the grounds that many years ago 

he was a member of "the Party of Regions." Lustration by young Nazi (18-25 years).  

http://youtu.be/nFt9gC0ujYw - Zaporozhye-town. The Nazis throw hammers to machines with Russian 

flags.  

http://youtu.be/Gp_hn7xYGio - Khreschatyk-street, Kiev. Bandera “Right sector” beat Kiev Ukrainians.  

http://youtu.be/-PLMfEDurRI - Maidan. Kiev. Nazi gouged eyes of one police from “Berkut”.   

http://youtu.be/DUCTbdtQZ1w - The road to Kiev. Nazi “Right sector” hit a car.  

http://youtu.be/ShK4iXEKb1s - Ultranationalists beat pro-Russian activist.  

http://youtu.be/QUO5qLHBqN8 - Lawlessness in Ulyanovka-village. Deputies from the Nazi party 

“Freedom” beat the chief doctor of the hospital.   

http://youtu.be/qVpkyOppTrM - Dnepropetrovsk-city. Detachments of Schutzstaffel (SS) started cleaning 

Russians. SS-Sonderkommando Dirlewanger is punitive SS unit commanded by Oskar Dirlewanger, manned by 

German criminals from prisons, concentration camps and military prisons SS.  

Continue the list.  

In Kharkov-city, the Nazis killed an elderly uneventful woman, Mary Blomerius, only because she was 

one of the leaders of the antifascist Resistance.  

In Kiev on Independence Square Nazis killed boys of “Berkut” with hunting rifles and burned them with 

the help of Molotov’ cocktails, boys of “Berhut”, who had no weapon and who had no right to answer blow for 

blow.  

Ukrainian Nazis tortured people, breaking their fingers phalanx for phalanx and driving needles under 

fingernails, in the basement of Kiev mayor's office, and then demanded to save the fact of torture in secret.  

Kiev’ Fascist Paruby hired snipers to shoot back of boys of "Berkut" and of the participants of Maidan on 

Khreschatyk-street, and then took out sniper rifles under the guise of a deputy.  

Bandera fascists shot 8 buses with unarmed Crimeans, that returned home from Anti-maydan meeting in 

Kiev, and then shoot people who ran away in panic, fascists shoot them like rabbits.  

Nazis methodically, bone for bone, broken hands of Kharkov-city’ Major Zakharchenko who was  

severely wounded on the battlefield and was captured.  

Fascists scored with bits to death Vladimir Zakharov, a computer engineer in the office of the Party of 

Regions, only for the fact that he asked in Russian to release women, and fascists burned the second technique 

of subservient in the basement.  

The Nazis handcuffed Lutsk-town’ Governor Alexander Bashkalenko and poured him cold water on the 

frost for refusing to kneel down. 

The Nazis demolished monuments to heroes of the Great Patriotic War.  

Fascists gouged eyes of prisoners, behind the scenes of the Maidan, under the careful supervision of 

physicians.  

One fascist young woman tearing nails of journalist Sergei Rulyev with pliers.  

Fascists released from prisons convicted felons-racists and gave them authority "national teams." Nazi 

authorities sent out Sonderkommando team with peaks, axes and bats, and then with firearms, in the cities 

where anti-fascist protests were going - to supress and to punish.  

Kiev’ Nazis in power, without hesitate, openly talk about the separation of the people of Ukraine on 

"grades" and about introduction of "national-proportional" quotas, and prepare laws banning Russian language 

much more than before.  

In Nikolaev-city visitors-gunmen shot pro-Russian protesters, 11 wounded, people said that they have 

died for their native language.  

In Odessa-city a large landing troop of militants of "Right Sector" beat people that were with Russian 

ribbons.  

In Kiev, armed to the teeth "hundreds" of Nazis from “Right sector” and other "heroes of Maidan" beat 

people that were with Russian Guard ribbons.  

In Chernihiv-city Nazis beat chap only for the fact that he was talking on a cell phone in Russian.  

In Kharkov, in the evening on April 1, about 19-30, 68-year-old employee of the 11th clinic situated on 

Tractor-builders-street, 105a, came out and went to the store “ATB”. 
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By purchasing products, she proceeded home. This woman, a regular participant of anti-fascist meetings, 

was met on the steps of clinics by about 15 young aggressive people. Thugs forced her to sing the national 

anthem and shouting "Glory to the heroes" (Bandera slogan) and "Death to enemies". Grandma told them that 

she doesn’t know the full text of the anthem, then she immediately got a heavy blow to the nose from one 

youngster. All Bandera fascists immediately joined to beat felled woman by legs. Passers-by who saw it, called 

the police, but the police for some reason did not come. As a result, the woman was taken to the 4th ambulance 

with multiple injuries, including a broken with kidney and a broken nose.  

Etc., etc.  

Here's how thousands of Bandera fascists behave themselves, where they arrived to Izyum-town, look: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBNtzpLK3sE&featu 

The military, who is ruling of fascist Kiev’ junta, beat and tortured the inhabitants of Donetsk region: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ADfTKgnZY#t=20 

Is it fascism? This is fascism!  

____________ 

 

Then Kiev began anti-terrorist operation (ATO), it was the second period. People from anti-fascist 

resistance, civil guard, for no reason were called terrorists. And then ALL people of Donbas was called 

terrorists. 

Then Ukranian army received Slavyansk, Kramatorsk towns, and there were the killing of civilians in 

Slavyansk, Kramatorsk, Red-Army-town, and other towns.  

In the Rivne region 100 Bandera bandits raided the village 

http://www.pravda.ru/news/world/formerussr/ukraine/09-05-2014/1207396-nalet-0/ 

May 2 in Odessa, Bandera thugs burnt, killed by torture, hounded, shot more than 100 people.  

May 9 in Mariupol, Bandera thugs burnt and shoot policemen with civilians, including a child.  

May 25, Slavyansk. Later in the afternoon Ukraine army conducted direct fire on the city. The fire was on 

the "sleeping area" - the village Artem. There was no military installations and it was well seen from Karachun-

mountain where howitzers and mortars were thrashed. " 

In Donetsk, Putilovsky bridge was blown. Precision Machinery Plant was blown. Children’ Hospital was 

fired, else Putilovsky market and most of the Kiev’ and Kuibyshev’ districts, close to the airport. The bus with 

wounded was set on fire by a grenade and then shot. At the headquarters of the anti-fascist resistance (civil 

guard) citizens brought hundreds of dead, many more wounded, especially the civilian population. In Slavyansk 

fascist shelling destroyed a children's clinic, orphanage "Sail of Hope". There was a fire in one of the shops of 

Heavy engineering plant, five civilians injured five. High Voltage Research Institute was destroyed. 

 

Ukraine soldiers will receive land for the killing of Donbass punishers, as Wehrmacht soldiers. Officers 

will get apartments in the center of Odessa. Ordinary soldiers, immigrants from Galicia and the recent Kiev 

criminals will get land in a villa close to the town and countryside. Bandera snipers are negotiating amounts for 

the wounded and dead. For bearded one gives more - wounded are kept in captivity to his beard grown. 

Ukrainian Oligarch Kolomoysky gives $ 1 200. Corpses cost from $ 800 to $ 1,000. One plans the relocation of 

250,000 residents of Western Ukraine in the south-east. 

Pentagon sends military advisers to Ukraine. 

Ukrainian army bombed Slavayansk with prohibited phosphorus bombs. In Krasny Liman-city Bandera 

soldiers forced people at gunpoint to feed and water the occupants. Robbery and violence flourishes. Ukrainian 

Nazi National Guards rape local girls. Bandera soldiers grab people on the streets and pushed into the 

ambulance. Then one sells organs of these people.  

Bandera soldiers shoot those soldiers from Ukraine army who refuse to fire on the people. 

 

Then there was the third period, after election campaign in Ukraine. 

Kiev’ fascists conduct artillery fire on civilians of Novorossia: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6JFMcmBj6g#t=55 

Punishers are for fun  shooting house in the territories, occupied by Nazis: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cYNI5GRiAE&feature=player_embedded 

 

November 6 was marked by sharply increased attacks by punitive. One shell fell on the school sports field 

in Donetsk, where nine children played. Two children were killed, four children were injured. 
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Punishers of the Bandera National Guard made more than 800 rapes in Mariupol. The number of rapes 

committed by Ukrainian "guards" in Mariupol, only for the last month (October) exceeded two hundred. In this 

case, according to local residents, not all statements of the victims are registrated - the police simply refuses to 

accept them. It was reported online edition Ukraina.ru. Data on 800 rapes were announced at a meeting in the 

city police department. There was also raised another problem: people is constantly missing the city, including 

women. Local resident Igor Lyutikov told: "The girls were at bus stops, and then people in the form of Ukraine 

army or National Guard  pushed them in their cars, dragged them to cars and taken to an unknown destination. 

Some of them never returned." Men are missing too. But the police does not respond. … Those are behind bars 

now who somehow got on the photo or video during the anti-fascist demonstrations or anti-maydan shares that 

took place in the city.” http://e-novosty.ru/каратели-из-нацгвардии-совершили-.. 

 

 Ukrainians, to opinion of Maria Kalyada, mortally hate ALL RUSSIANS.  

23-year-old citizen of Russia Maria Kalyada was recently exchanged for Ukrainian prisoners of Donetsk 

and returned to Russia. In an interview she told that she had to endure in the Kiev prison. Maria admitted that 

she was brutally beaten as Ukraine KGB as cellmates who are forced for years to watch Ukrainian television. 

"I've seen people with scorched soldering iron inscription "SEPR" - "separatists" on the chest, with broken 

hands, feet, on which there are traces from hot rods. This experience greatly changes the view on the life. 

Otherwise, you start to treat your own country and its politics. On the second day of my stay in prison, I wrote a 

will. I honestly do not think that will survive. Everybody there mortally hates Russians. And in general, all, not 

only Russians. Even Ukrainians. 50-year-old woman, Ukrainian, Ira Poltoratsky, with bound hand and foot, 

with a bag over his head, six days was carried in the trunk from the Donetsk region to Kiev, to prison, "- said 

Maria. Maria Kalyada was arrested on April 8 in the Kherson-city region on suspicion of espionage and 

sabotage activities. 

 

Punishers executed wounded people from civil guard, tying him to the tank 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT5ePXkE-iQ#t=38 

Bandera "Right Sector", surrounded by police drove old communists in trolley 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0LFk08MyTA#t=1 

 

What torture do Ukrainian fascist punishers practice with population of Donbas and anti-fascist soldiers? 

The commander of one civil guard group “RRT” Alexander Bednov (he is killed now)  told: "One man of my 

unit was in the thrall of "Aydar" for one and half weeks. Nazis (German) have a rest and nervously smoking in 

aside, looking at such picture. Bandera Nazis at first cut off the index fingers of his fighters, then - the torture 

and execution. Yevgenii (our warrior) told me that he was put a special bandage on head and neck. And he had 

to stand on his tiptoes. If he fell at full stop, the nodes of the dressing broken neck vertebrae. Yevgenii once 

stood for 5 hours on some fingers. He says that the first 4 days were more clung to life, but bullying, torture, 

beatings, which goes beyond all limits of human understanding, was such that he had asked his tormentors to 

shoot him. There was one Nazis which said: "No, bastard, it will be too easy way out for you." And the torture 

continued. Then he was lucky. He escaped from captivity, when there was a blow on the basis of "Aydar" and 

the pit where he sat was struck and destroyed.  

Particularly terrible fate awaits those who by the will of fate was born a woman. Almost all girls and 

women, before die, suffer more because of most severe sexual abuse. "Or another case. 18-year-old girl who 

only fed civil guard, after two days of rape was just shot. Nazis cut off hands of fighter-sniper, it was in 

Novosvetlovke-village in front of people. And it is practiced: Nazis tied hands of fighters of civil guard to the 

opening of the exhaust pipes of tanks and encluded the gas. After a few minutes one can see charred stumps 

instead of hands. Bandera Nazis caught one of our spies and after several days of torture spy was tied to 

armored troop-carrier with legs and drove to the villages for the edification of all.” Details: 

http://antifashist.com/item/pytki-kotorye-praktikuyut.. 

 

Fascism begins with the first grade: http://maxpark.com/community/129/content/3080080 

Lviv residents mock the child from the Donbass: http://maxpark.com/community/129/content/3076737 

 

Tragedy in Gorlovka - civilians were shot by "Grad" of Ukraine army. The Ministry of Defense of 

Donetsk republic said: “November 14, 2014, at about 18:00 in the direction of the city Gorlovka from 

Uglegorsk-town system “Grad” (hail) of Ukraine army began to work in a residential sector of the city. The 

result of a punitive action - 6 civilians were killed, including two children (a boy 4 years old, a girl of 9 years), 

http://e-novosty.ru/каратели-из-нацгвардии-совершили-
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among the dead - father of the children, the mother in serious condition in the hospital, and about another 20 

people injured - shrapnel wounds.” 

And then the city of Gorlovka for a few days was fired from "Tornado"-systems, which equated to 

tactical nuclear weapons. Older participants in the 2nd World War said that even the Nazis did not so brutally 

shelled. 

According to a report to the UN Children's Fund 44 children in Donbas were killed in shellings of 

Ukrainian army. 

Triumph of Ukrainian democracy! 

I want to emphasize once more that all the information is taken from the people and media that are not 

controlled by Putin. 

I’d like to explain: we, Marxists, began to write about fascism in Ukraine from the first days of maidan, 

two month earlier than official Russia media. 

 

If it is not fascism, then what is fascism? However, for those who starred in the photo with a mountain of 

dead blacks under their feet - this is normal. For those who destroyed the civilians My Lai - this is normal. For 

those who have kicked his foot in the stomach of Vietnamese captive - this is normal. For those who destroyed 

whole cities with napalm in North Korea - that's fine. For those who destroyed from the air kindergartens in 

Belgrade - this is normal. For those who shot from a helicopter unarmed Iraqis - this is normal. 

Did you know that the Ukraine Nazis sent gifts mothers of the deceased civil guard fighters? These were 

the severed heads of their sons. 

You see I may tell much more. 

 

Now Kiev police is led now by follower of neo-Nazism, deputy and commander of the regiment "Azov" 

Vadim Troyan. The West suddenly noticed: people with openly neo-Nazi views will now be responsible for law 

and order in the Ukrainian capital. This was stated in the article published on the website of the German 

newspaper "Die Welt". Regiment "Azov" is well known for it’s sadistic killings of civilians.  

Nazi commanders of battalions today became deputies of the Verkhovna Rada. The president Poroshenko 

said that Hitler's accomplice Bandera is a national hero, and set up the birthday celebration of the fascist 

Bandera army UPA-OUN, October 14th. Recently Poroshenko said: "The separatists can not work, we will 

have a job, they do not, we will have a pension - they do not, our children will go to school, and their children 

will sit in basements.» - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVIDR9JSPFs 

 

 In such a situation, Russian President Putin calls for a peaceful dialogue with the Nazis. And Europe 

does not want to understand, Europe ignores torch processions with swastikas and portraits of fascist Bandera, 

Shukhevych and Melnik nor the mass graves of civilians, that Nazis staged. 

 

If anyone has forgotten. 

From the list of "135 of torture and brutality used by terrorists of Bandera OUN - UPA to the civilian 

population in World War II": "Driving of a big and thick nail in the skull head. Stripping of head hair skin 

(scalp). Cutting eagle on the forehead, knocking out the eyes, nose, ears, cutting of everything. Penetration by 

sharpened thick wire through from ear to ear, cutting lips, tongue. Cutting the throat and pulling smth through 

the hole. Tearing  mouth from ear to ear, cutting the neck with a knife or sickle. 

Nailing by a knife to the table a child tongue, which later hung on it. Cutting the child with a knife into 

pieces and throwing them around. Unripping abdomen children. Hanging baby male genitals on the door 

handle. Knocking leg joints of child. Knocking joints of the hands of the child. Throwing a child in a flame of 

fire of a burning building. Breaking baby's head, took him by the legs and hit the wall or the oven. Planting 

child to count. Nailing a small child with nails to the door.” And so on. 

____________ 

 

You know that people in Donetsk and Lugansk regions voted for independence from Kiev on the 

11.5.2014, more than 80% votes. People of these regions don’t want to live in “unite” fascist Ukraine together 

with those who killed children, women, elders. Kremlin didn’t support voting. Putin and other Russia oligarchs 

are afraid that their billions in foreign banks will be frozen. 

Minsk treaties imposed Putin abolished the independent republics legally. Putin pushes back the 

rebellious districts in fascist Ukraine. Putin was able to impose such leaders to rebellious regions, Plotnitskii 

and Zakharchenko, which he can control. There is killing of warlords of antifascist civil guard in Donetsk and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVIDR9JSPFs


Lugansk Republic, that don’t support Minsk treaties and want to fight for freedom and independence from 

fascist Kiev. These murders are organized by Plotnitskii, Zahrachenko with Kremlin. The rebellion betrayed – 

this is the essence of the moment. 

Today Moscow, Brussels, Washington act together to suppress the anti-fascist uprising in the Donbas. 

Russia mass media doesn’t want to tell people about Hitler's henchmen Bandera, Shukhevith, Melnik, Stetsko. 

A year ago Russian mass media eliminated word “fascism” from their texts and speeches. On the other hand 

many nerds in Russia (and in Donbas too!) cry about “Russian world”. It means that hot friendship exists 

between Russian oligarchs with protege of the bourgeois class Putin and poor Russian workers, teachers, etc. 

Many doodles (and in Donbas too!) are sure (up to now) that there is socialist revolutionary in Donbas, that 

workers demand to transfer plants State. Of course, a lot of miners and other workers took weapon in their 

hands. But we see degradation of productive forces in all Ukraine (and Russia) during 24 years, especially now 

in Donbas. So workers now can’t  take over the management of the whole economy. On the other hand a lot of 

representatives of petty bourgeoisie, middle class and owners of middle enterprisers are fighting with weapon in 

their hands against Ukrainian army. And, of course, Marx, Engels stressed that nationalization doesn’t mean 

socialism. 

 

Military operations were partially suspended after Minsk. The rebels took heavy equipment back. Kiev is 

not pulled back heavy machinery. Kiev for the second time took the truce. The second time, Putin stopped 

insurgent troops when they attacked. 

Kiev completely ripped Minsk agreement. No “special status” of Donbass, no Russian language and so 

on. Ukraine army  is now preparing to unleash a new offensive. 

Many Europeans have the illusion that Putin is opposed to the North American world policeman. This is 

not true. Putin is moving in the wake of Washington's policy. Putin delivers States engines for missiles. Also he 

signed an agreement to supply engines for the Antares. Do you know that Putin sent tanks, canons, etc. from 

Crimea to Ukrainian Nazi punishers? Do you know that Russia provides Ukrainian Nazi punishers by motors, 

lubricants for tanks and other armored vehicles, by military trucks, parts of military helicopters, money through 

bank military loans and even stew?! 

Such spicy picture: Kiev (and the whole world!!) announced Russia as aggressor and requires from 

aggressor benefits to gas! 

We see that Kiev is ruling from Washington. One needs to understand that the uprising in the Donbas is 

part of the anti-fascist uprising in the world against the United States, like Argentina in 2001, Venezuela, 

Bolivia, Nicaragua, Brazil, etc. 

 

Look at it 
http://nnm.me/blogs/Eduard-Kaziev/zashita-mirnogo-naseleniya-donbassa-putinym-18/ 

http://anna-news.info/node/41015?utm_medium=twitter&utm_source=twitterfeed 
http://regnum.ru/news/polit/1948795.html 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iR-0OdKo5Q 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-1sNeEhezQ#t=1247 

http://www.xx-centure.com.ua/archives/15574 
http://maxpark.com/community/13/content/3326390 

http://maxpark.com/community/13/content/3324738 

http://www.novorosinform.org/news/id/24152 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPou4mTURdc 
_______________________ 
 

Forth period. 
Ukrainian army regularly are firing cities and villages in Donbass. Still children are dying. Kremlin keeps 

silence. Russian secret services eliminated most prominent commanders of civil guard (home guard). Still 

Ukrainian soldiers mock and kill residents in occupied cities of Donbass. Moscow, Kiev, Washington, Brussels 

are together against antifascist rebellion in Donbass, they together strangled it.  

Poroshenko did birthday of fascist Bandera army OUN UPA (1939-1945) Ukrainian holiday and gave 

Banders the title of hero of Ukraine. When Haider questioned whether all was horrible in fascism, shrieking 

stood all over the world. Now all the world keeps silence, and Putin continues to push Donbass into fascist 

Ukraine. Though USSR lost 18 million lives in fight with Hitler and Bandera armies. 

Europe and America believe, that fascism suddenly disappeared in Ukrainian after so called legitimate 

elections, that there is no fascism in Ukraine yet, that all fascism was concentrated in such troops as “Azov”, 
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“Right sector”, etc. only. May be, soldiers of Ukrainian army don’t cry “heil” and so on as neobanderas troops. 

But they similar kill civil people, including children, women, old men, so they are fascists too! Plants that 

create weapons for Ukrainian army to kill children in Donbass are fascists too! Do you know that many 

ordinary Ukrainians call Russians insects, subhuman? Do you know that a lot of Ukrainians regularly cry 

“Ukraine uber alles” (Украина понад усе)? 
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Sorry, translation is not perfect, I am not good hand at English. 
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